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AdWords Business Post-Campaign Summary Report – Calvert Marine Museum Executive Summary Campaign Overview: The Calvert Marine Museum (CMM) is a public, non-profit, educational museum located in Solomons, Maryland. The organization’s mission is “to provide a public, non-profit, educational, regionally oriented museum dedicated to the collection, preservation, research, and interpretation of the culture and natural history of Southern Maryland.” The team ran an AdWords campaign from March 27 to April 16 with a $250 budget to increase awareness of CMM’s offerings. The established campaign goals were to capture 217 clicks and 21,739 impressions while maintaining a 1.0% CTR and $1.15 average CPC. Five search campaigns, Birthday Parties, Brand, Concerts, Facility Rental, and Information, were created with 42 Ad Groups, 315 ads, and 1,534 keywords to achieve these objectives. Key Results: All established goals were exceeded by CMM’s AdWords campaign. The Search Network campaigns totaled 454 clicks with an average CPC of $0.55 and CTR of 10.95%. As expected, the Brand Campaign had the highest CTR of 30.50%. The Concerts Campaign generated the most clicks (171) while maintaining the next highest CTR (21.78%). The team was able to use effective optimization techniques to improve results by the end of the campaign. CTR increased from 4.66% week one to 17.87% week three, and CPC decreased from $0.90 to $0.38 over the same time period. Each team member became Google AdWords Certified and gained invaluable knowledge to benefit their careers. Conclusion: Team synergy allowed for fluid optimization of campaigns. Using Scheduled Reports, Opportunities and Tools tabs, and the Search Terms Report allowed the CMM team to utilize many of Google’s AdWords offerings to achieve success. A new Google+ page was successfully used in conjunction with AdWords to increase awareness in CMM and achieve goals. Future Online Marketing Recommendations: It is highly encouraged that CMM continues to use AdWords to promote their business based on success of the account. The majority of campaigns were perpetually limited by budget, so increasing budget is recommended to maximize impression share. We recommend continuation of all campaigns except the Birthday Parties Campaign, with the majority of the budget being placed in Concerts and Facility Rental Campaigns as they were the largest drivers of revenue for the museum. To better track sales and ROI, CMM should implement Conversion Tracking in AdWords.
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Industry Component Campaign Overview: Calvert Marine Museum’s primary goals during the three-week AdWords campaign were to increase awareness of CMM’s offerings and to increase engagement and involvement among CMM visitors. To achieve these goals, five campaigns directing users to unique landing pages were created: Birthday Parties Campaign, Brand Campaign, Concerts Campaign, Facility Rental Campaign, and Information Campaign. Overall, the account had six campaigns, 42 Ad Groups, 315 ads, and 1,534 keywords. These campaigns, Ad Groups, and keywords were selected using research from the Google Keyword Planner. Campaign objectives were to achieve a 1.0% CTR with $1.15 average CPC, resulting in 21,739 impressions and 217 clicks. The campaign ran from March 27 to April 16 with a $250 budget. The budget was originally scheduled to use 20% week one, 30% week two, and 50% week three. Actual spending across the account can be viewed in Table 1. As a minor deviation from the original plan, budget was reallocated from the Birthday Parties Campaign to the Information and Brand Campaigns to capitalize on missed impressions based on the Search Lost IS (budget) column. The majority of the budget was placed with the Facility Rental and Concerts Campaigns because they were the largest drivers of funding for CMM. Table 1: Search Network Total Budget Spent by Week and Campaign Brand Information Concerts Facility Birthday (14.99%) (13.77%) (32.87%) Rental Parties (33.89%) (4.26%) Week 1 $9.19 $6.01 $17.01 $16.17 $2.84 (20.6%) $0.93/day $0.86/day $2.43/day $2.31/day $0.41/day Week 2 $10.06 $7.45 $32.12 $27.29 $2.89 (31.9%) $1.44/day $1.06/day $4.59/day $3.90/day $0.41/day Week 3 $18.27 $21.00 $33.12 $41.37 $4.93 (47.6%) $2.61/day $3.00/day $4.73/day $5.91/day $0.71/day Total $37.52 $34.46 $82.25 $84.83 $10.66



Total



$51.22 $79.82 $119.20 $250.24



Each campaign was directly managed by a different team member, with another team member assisting with the execution of campaign goals. The Search Terms Report was used to discover negative keywords, such as “teenager” in the Birthday Parties Campaign, to increase the relevancy of impressions. This report was also used to add new keywords and match types that had generated clicks from broad match search queries. Manual Keyword Bid Adjustment was used to ensure ads maintained a first page position using top and first page bid estimates. A/B testing was used to determine which ads were enabled and paused based on CTR, allowing new ads to be crafted and tested. Each Ad Group ran at least one
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mobile-optimized ad and one desktop ad at all times. Mobile-optimized ads were created to cater to users using a mobile-oriented call-to-actions such as “Use Your Phone to View CMM Hours.” The Ad Preview and Diagnosis Tool was used to ensure that ads were getting impressions for specific search queries. In order to get Social Extensions on ads, the CMM website was linked to the client’s Google+ page. AdWords Reports were scheduled to email daily reports for the team to analyze data and find ways to optimize the account. Team members recorded major AdWords changes daily on a shared Google Doc. Evolution of the Campaign Strategy: During the first week, Location Targeting was originally set to target an 80 kilometer radius around CMM, then strategically optimized based on each campaign. Radiuses were changed, and Designated Market Areas (DMAs), cities, and counties were modified to reach the target market more effectively. The Birthday Parties Campaign decreased radius targeting to 56 kilometers to reach locals against national competition. The Facility Rental Campaign increased radius targeting to 161 kilometers to reach travelers looking for a vacation destination. Broad Match Modifiers, such as +Maryland, were added to all campaigns to obtain geographically relevant impressions. Ad Extensions were incorporated into each campaign to enhance the ads and provide users with more information. After the first week, keywords and Ad Groups with no clicks and over 100 impressions were paused due to their low CTR and relevance. During the second week, Mobile Bid Adjustments were added to control ad position in the mobile field. Bids were adjusted to obtain an optimal ad position of >1.8 for mobile ads. These adjustments were essential to lowering CPC in mobile-heavy campaigns. Figure 1: Most Successful DKI Ad



Dynamic Keyword Insertion ads were included to increase search relevancy by matching headlines to search queries, greatly improving CTR in the Concerts Campaign and the Facility Rental Campaign. The



most successful DKI ad, as seen in Figure 1, generated 19 clicks with a 22.09% CTR. For the final week, Ad Scheduling was used in the Facility Rental and the Concerts Campaigns to exonerate ads showing during hours yielding high impressions with no clicks. Ad Rotation was switched from ‘rotate evenly’ to ‘optimize for clicks’ after collecting sufficient data. As an experimental measure to test the account’s performance potential, a single display ad was run briefly on the Google Display Network as the Birthday Party Display Campaign. In a matter of minutes, the display campaign accrued 3,200 impressions
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with zero clicks. Although this negatively affected the overall CTR for the account, display ads increased awareness of CMM’s birthday party offerings for just $0.50. Key Results: CMM’s campaigns experienced considerable success during the three week campaign. CMM was able to far surpass the Table 2: Variance from Search Goals Clicks CTR CPC



Goal 217 1.00% $1.15



Actual 454 10.95% $0.55



Variance 109% 997% -52%



projected goals, as seen in Table 2, by generating 454 clicks for an average of $0.55 each, with an overall CTR of 10.95% in the Search Network. The Concerts Campaign totaled the most clicks



(171) of all campaigns. As expected, the Brand Campaign had the highest CTR at 30.50%, and the lowest CPC at $0.29. Individual campaign statistics can be viewed in Table 3. Table 3: Overall Account Performance Campaign Clicks Impressions CTR Avg. Total CPC Cost Birthday Parties 10 505 1.98% $1.07 $10.66 Brand 129 423 30.50% $0.29 $37.52 Concerts 171 785 21.78% $0.48 $82.27 Facility Rental 63 2,013 3.13% $1.35 $84.83 Information 81 421 19.24% $0.43 $34.46 Total Display Network 0 3,205 0.00% $0.50 Total Search Network 454 4,147 10.95% $0.55 $249.74 Total All Networks 454 7,352 6.18% $0.55 $250.24



Avg. Position 3.6 1.2 1.5 3.6 1.5 1.0 2.7 2.0



Ad Groups and keywords with low CTR or high CPC were paused at the beginning of week three to concentrate the budget on top performing keywords and ads. Optimizing top performing keywords from each campaign decreased the CPC dramatically and more than doubled CTR by week three, as seen in Figure 2.



Figure 2: Avg. CTR and CPC by Week



Account success can be attributed to optimization efforts, manual bidding, and ad copy testing during the campaign. Many of the ad changes were focused on improving ads through the constant use of A/B Testing with multiple ads being served in each Ad Group. Top performing ads incorporated calls to action, capitalization of important words in ad copy, and exclamation points. The top two performing ads are shown in Table 3 below.
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Table 3: Most Effective AdWords Ads Campaign  Concerts  



Brand



  



Ad Copy Summer Concert Tickets calvertmarinemuseum.com/Concerts Calvert Marine Museum Tickets. Get Your Concert Tickets Today!



Clicks



CTR



Avg. CPC



48



34.78%



$0.30



40



39.22%



$0.37



Calvert Marine Museum calvertmarinemuseum.com/Museum Family fun at Calvert Museum! Plan your Marine Museum visit today



The CMM AdWords account was most strongly influenced by three power campaigns: Brand, Concerts, and Information. These campaigns accounted for 84% of the account’s clicks while only spending 63% of the budget, as seen in Table 4. Table 4: Top Performing Campaign Metrics Campaign Clicks Impressions CTR CPC Cost Position Brand 129 423 30.50% $0.29 $37.52 1.2 Concerts 171 785 21.78% $0.48 $82.27 1.5 Information 81 421 19.24% $0.43 $34.46 1.5 Total 381 1,629 23.39% $0.40 $154.25 High performance was achieved by keeping the average CPC below $0.50 and continually optimizing keywords, allowing these campaigns to end with a remarkably high CTR of 23.39%. Costs were controlled as the average CPC decreased 219% from $0.83 in week one to just $0.26 in week three. This lower CPC led to 280 clicks between the three campaigns in the account’s final week, representing approximately 62% of total clicks. These campaigns also positively impacted performance for the account. The CTR improved in the “power campaigns” by 126% from week one to week three, increasing from 13.87% to 31.40%. This increase was derived from effective keywords, such heart concert tour 2015, receiving more budget and the pausing of ineffective keywords such as birthday parties. The Facility Rental and Birthday Parties Campaigns were the account’s weakest campaigns. They experienced high competition from both local and national businesses, causing higher CPC and lower average positions than anticipated. Continuous optimization efforts resulted in the weekly improvement of campaigns. Strategies included pausing keywords with high CPC and adding specific keywords that were more relevant and costeffective. Ad Groups with high CPC, such as the Wedding Venue Ad Group were paused due to their expensive nature and lower ad position. This allowed successful Ad Groups, such as the Lighthouse Rental Ad Group to capture more impressions and clicks.
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Ad Extensions were utilized to provide Figure 3: Percentage Clicks by Ad Extension more relevant information to searchers while making ads more visible on the Search Engine Results Page. Ads incorporating Sitelinks Extensions generated the most clicks on ads out of all extensions, as seen in Figure 3. Over 80% of clicks were derived from ads with Sitelinks Extensions, assisting in the acquisition of 365 clicks. The Concerts Campaign experienced great success by using Concert FAQs, Upcoming Events, Concert History, and Sponsor Packages as ad extensions to interest both individual and corporate searchers at different stages in the conversion funnel. Conclusions: The CMM account greatly surpassed all established goals, by attaining an overall CTR of 10.95%, average CPC of $0.55 and 454 clicks in the Search Network. By constantly utilizing optimization techniques, the team decreased overall CPC by 58%, increased the search network CTR by 275%, and raised average ad position from 3.9 to 1.3 by the end of the campaign. Successful budgeting allowed us to spend $250.24 by the end of the campaign. Future Recommendations: Due to the success of the campaigns, it is highly recommended that CMM use Google AdWords with a slightly larger budget. The Brand, Concerts, Information, and Facility Rental Campaigns were limited in impression share due to the $250 budget constraint and based on data from the Search Lost IS (Budget) column. Maximizing ad spend on the aforementioned campaigns would allow CMM to capture much of this lost impression share, generating an estimated 6,874 clicks over three weeks, a 1,448% increase. The team recommends re-allocating the budget from the Birthday Parties Campaign to experiment with new campaigns that highlight CMM’s other offerings, such as their camps and museum store. CMM should also implement Conversion Tracking in as many campaigns as possible to more effectively measure ROI and track sales. CMM should continue utilizing successful tactics such as DKI Ads, Mobile Bid Adjustments, Ad Extensions, and Ad Scheduling in future AdWords campaigns. We suggest CMM should apply for Google Ad Grants Program to elevate their advertising efforts on AdWords. CMM’s current campaign structure would be successful in this program as all of the keywords are under the program’s maximum CPC of $2.00.
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Learning Component Learning Objectives and Outcomes: Prior to participating in the Google Online Marketing Challenge, our team set and met several learning objectives: to effectively run and optimize a campaign as a team, interact with a non-profit client professionally, and successfully manage a campaign with time and budget constraints. Throughout the three week period, the team began to explore and understand the variety of tools that AdWords has to analyze account performance. We gained experience working with a myriad of functions under the Campaigns, Opportunities, Tools, and Reports tabs. We also recognized the importance of mobile friendly websites, mobilespecific ads, and Mobile Bid Adjustment. 195 of total clicks (42.9%) came from mobile devices with full browsers. We learned that



Figure 4: Successful Mobile Ad



writing shorter ads with mobile specific ad copy and bids contributed to the success of mobile ads, as seen in Figure 4. This mobile ad was one of the account’s best overall, generating 29 clicks with a 44.62% CTR, and a $0.40 CPC. A key outcome the team will remember is how cultural factors of our client affected the success of the online advertising campaign. The Chesapeake Bay is an integral part of the lives of the Calvert County community and surrounding areas. Location Targeting for each campaign allowed CMM to focus on reaching customers searching for CMM’s brand and services. Locations such as Calvert County and Lusby, MD were included in targeting to capture greater local market share. Primary research indicated various ways locals referred to CMM. This research unveiled new keywords such as Calvert County Marine Museum and Calvert Museum Maryland that captured clicks from local searchers. The team learned that marketing goals stated by the client, as well as the landing page experience, need to be taken into consideration when developing campaign strategy. The team targeted campaign landing pages based on the main sections of CMM’s website. Social Extensions and a Google+ ad integrated the team’s AdWords and social media efforts, while increasing exposure and brand awareness. As an expected outcome of participating in the GOMC, our team gained practical experience and discovered internet marketing passions that will help us begin our paid search careers. As an unexpected outcome, but a very positive one, the entire team earned their
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Google AdWords Certification prior to the start of the campaign to prepare for the Challenge. Group Dynamics: Our team had very busy schedules with part-time work commitments and heavy class loads, so Google’s tools helped alleviate potential communication problems. Google Hangouts, Gmail, and Google Docs helped us work together and immediately communicate changes in the account. We expected that Google tools would allow every member to contribute ideas and critique decisions to improve account success. Although each team member was assigned a specific campaign to manage, we all worked cohesively to help one another make effective optimizations. An unexpected outcome was that the team developed strong trust to make campaign changes in each other’s primary campaigns. Learning one another’s strengths and weaknesses led to better group cohesion and more efficient delegation of tasks. Client Dynamics: Our client, Calvert Marine Museum, was excited to learn we would be experimenting with Google AdWords to promote their business. Their marketing team typically advertised through traditional mediums, and was eager to expand their digital marketing presence. In-person meetings helped communicate the benefits of AdWords and develop campaign goals. We worked with the webmaster to make landing pages more userfriendly and incorporate Google+ as part of the overall strategy. To avoid problems, constant communication and weekly reports ensured our progress was aligned with client objectives. The client responded quickly, allowing changes to be resolved in a timely manner. As an unexpected outcome, the client required the team to submit pre-approved Google+ posts for the first week, but ultimately gave us more flexibility after seeing our success in effectively communicating their brand. Our team developed a close professional relationship with the client, and will train employees on paid search best practices so they can continue driving online traffic through Google AdWords. Future Recommendations: If we had the opportunity to participate in the Challenge again, we would encourage our client to install Google Analytics on their website to more effectively analyze site traffic. Exploring Automated Rules within the AdWords interface would have allowed the team to control bids, budgets, and ad statuses on busy days. CPA Bidding in conjunction with Conversion Tracking could have been effective methods to reach other client goals, such as increasing membership and museum store sales. This would allow CMM to measure success from a monetary perspective, instead of general awareness.
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Impact Statement – Calvert Marine Museum Non-profit Information: The Calvert Marine Museum (CMM) is located in Southern Maryland and is dedicated to the education and preservation of the Chesapeake Bay. It is located at 14200 Solomons Island Road Solomons, MD 20688, and their website is calvertmarinemuseum.com. Development Director, Vanessa Gill, is in charge of CMM’s marketing and can be reached at 410-326-2042. How the Non-profit is Making a Social Impact: The Calvert Marine Museum plays an integral role in educating Southern Maryland’s youth on the importance of preserving the Chesapeake Bay. Climate change, urban development, and pollution all contribute to the decline of the health of the Chesapeake Bay. The environmental issues plaguing the Bay negatively impact the economy and those that rely on it for their livelihood. The Chesapeake Bay, largest estuary in the United States, is home to over 17 million people and 3,600 species of plants and animals. With the Chesapeake Bay in an environmental crisis as Calvert Marine Museum’s passionate employees and volunteers seek to educate and inspire local inhabitants on recuperating the Bay’s ecosystem. Throughout the museum, multiple exhibits depict how human activity impacts the Bay. These exhibits enlighten guests on the positive and negative effects they can personally have on the Bay’s health. CMM serves as an exemplary visionary for local, regional, national, and global ecological healthiness. CMM prides itself on its ability to educate the youth of the Chesapeake Bay. CMM is impacting the Bay’s adolescents that will inherit the benefits and issues associated with the Chesapeake Bay. CMM offers a plethora of interactive activities to interest and engage children. The Discovery Room, Waterman for a Day, hands-on learning exhibits, and other youth programs exemplify CMM’s commitment to educating Southern Maryland’s youth on how to preserve and cherish the Bay for future generations. How the AdWords Campaign was Designed to Meet the Non-Profit’s Goals: In preparation of the Challenge, our team met with Vanessa Gill to align our campaign goals with CMM’s mission and values. The AdWords campaigns were designed to directly impact and fund the daily expenses needed to allow CMM to continue benefitting the community. The Brand Campaign assisted potential customers searching for CMM. The Information
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Campaign accommodated potential customers searching for specific information on museum hours, ticket sales, and other museum information. The Birthday Parties Campaign planned to inform consumers on CMM’s themed educational birthday party packages. The Concerts Campaign promoted awareness and ticket sales for CMM’s two summer concerts. The Facility Rental Campaign was created to increase awareness of facility rental options for local businesses and families to increase rentals of CMM’s exhibit hall and lighthouses. Campaign Summary: Throughout the three week campaign period, Search Network campaigns achieved an overall CTR of 10.95%, while using $249.74 of the $250 budget. The campaigns generated 4,147 impressions and 454 clicks, with an average CPC of $0.55. The Birthday Parties Campaign received the fewest clicks (10) with a CTR of 1.98%. The most successful campaign was Concerts Campaign with 171 clicks and a 21.78% CTR. The Information Campaign and Brand Campaign were also extremely successful with CTR of 19.24% and 30.50% respectively. The Facility Rental Campaign earned 63 clicks with an overall CTR of 3.13%. How AdWords Impacted the Non-Profit’s Mission: CMM’s mission statement is “to provide a public, non-profit, educational, regionally oriented museum dedicated to the collection, preservation, research, and interpretation of the culture and natural history of Southern Maryland.” AdWords helped CMM drive more traffic to its site by allowing users to become aware of its educational offerings. This heightened awareness can lead to increased revenue through its most profitable offerings, allowing CMM to focus on better educating the community on the Chesapeake Bay and its preservation. Future AdWords Recommendations: After evaluating the performance of CMM’s Google AdWords campaign, we recommend they continue using AdWords as a digital marketing tool in the future. The Brand Campaign, Information Campaign, and Concerts Campaign all performed well, and had a positive effect on CMM’s ROI. We recommend the addition of an Education Activities Campaign in their future evaluations. Google Analytics and Google AdWords search reports indicate this campaign would enable CMM to successfully reach more profitable customers. We recommend CMM expand location targeting to reach new customers in the Facility Rental Campaign. CMM should also increase its monthly budget to maximize impression share and allow for more clicks and greater website traffic. As a non-profit, CMM would benefit from the Google Ad Grants Program as a means to continue elevating their profile in the online space through AdWords.
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